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Hello again. I open the Omega Communications
Portal and invite you to be with me as again we raise
our energy and awareness to beyond the physical
body unit. Therefore, you need to be comfortable as
you are receiving this energy transmission, so that
you have no distractions and you can focus totally
in the energy which you will be surrounded in. Are
you perceiving already that you are in this great
gathering space within the Station of Light – this
space that is named the receiving area and it is also
called the transition area? In this space, of course,
you will be seeing and sensing different energy
moving around you, perhaps different beings
already, perhaps you have decided to bring in some
special people who are close to you, to be in this
space also, perhaps you are holding the intention
that everyone who needs to receive this type of
energy and information will be drawn into this space
with you, with all of us here.
I am sensing you coming forward as I come forward,
and in that process we assume a different energy
system. Already you will be aware of that, of
different energy sensations around you and you
may be feeling that around your physical body in
some way, but you will also be aware of being

present here with us. This is aspects of
consciousness and this is quite normal and is
something we need to be aware of, even if we do
not clearly define it. So, we are ready to begin and
I open my awareness and recede so that the Beings
within the Station of Light will come through to you
– to us.
.
“Greetings to you, Orem addressing you
and I observe the transition you have
made into this space and it is an aspect
of all of you that comes into this space.
There may be other aspects of you that
you identify as yourself, operating in different levels
of consciousness and it is always that we identify
you and bring your focus into this space within the
Station of Light.
In this space you are able to be adjusted and the
aspect of you that is focused here would be needing
the energy that is appropriate to you now, and so it
is a process that you consciously engage in that
energy, to surround you, to help you identify the
next aspect of your journey through the life pattern
and the next aspect of what you are proposing,
which would be appropriate for you to connect into
the activity that is presented around you here. It is
also a process of allowing you to become familiar
with the different types of Beings present here and
the information which comes forward to you through
those Beings. As you relax, you will find there will
be different opportunities and realisations coming to
your conscious thought pattern here.
In this transmission, as you come forward deeper
into this space, you are going through a spectrum of
light frequency and as you pass through that, be
aware of what is occurring. What is occurring is the
separation from you of some elements that have still
been clearly visible in your energy aspect that you
are here now. Some of these are attributable to
what you have been experiencing in this current life
phase and pattern and many of you are aware that
you also strongly identify to other times of life, to
other lifetimes, past lives perhaps you would
recognise those as, and indeed if any such aspect

is disturbing you, and this is always clearly visible in
this state, then it is the appropriate time to release
those consciously from you. It is a simple process,
because all you are required to do is to allow all
attachments to be released from you, from your
aspect here now and this aspect of you that is here
now is the closest aspect that relates to your current
lifetime and life phase. This is the purpose of this
light frequency passing around you and over you,
as you consciously decide to move forward into a
deeper connection into this space.
Your conscious mind is aware of this and it is your
conscious mind that decides, as well as the higher
aspect of you which also decides to allow the
conscious mind to allow this process to occur. Do
you see the different aspects involved here? The
layers of consciousness? And always it is our
intention to bring you through to the highest – or
deepest – state of consciousness that is available to
you to access through this particular way and
appropriate visitation in this space. So, understand
that we are addressing you as an individual, but we
are also addressing you as the group gathered here
in this space.
Already with this light frequency purifying your
energy field, you are more in harmony with the
experience of travelling out of time and space with
us. This allows a closer linkup of you to your point
of origin and to that point of origin which has within
its energy system the Station that you identify with.
For many of you, it is this particular Station of Light
which has been around you and in the
consciousness field of the Earth Light City Beings
for many civilisations and many times you have
been in those many civilisations, because it is
associated with the Earth planetary station and its
existence as a planet for life to evolve on and we will
just be referring to this in this time. Anything else is
a separate and personal introduction to you for this
time. You will gain benefit from this particular
presentation that you are immersed in. It confirms
to you many of your personal visitations into this
Station consciously, over recent transmissions and
in between the transmissions when you link in
consciously yourself as an individual.

Many times we welcome you individually so that you
can gain better experience and individual insight
into what you are involved in. There are many
mechanical systems here. In that we refer to not
mechanical as machinery, but methods – many
methods that you are involved in, in working with the
energy grid which surrounds you individually and
which you are working with while you are present on
the Earth in this phase of transition from the existing
Earth planet stage into the Earth Light City energy
construction. So, there is a method involved in it and
that method you might say is a mechanical
sequence. It is a sequence, because as you absorb
and integrate the energy here, this expands your
energy field and through the connecting nodes you
are working within different facilities here within this
Station which are involved in the establishment of
the Earth Light City structure.

in this space. The greater Council which exists and
meets in this Station of Light has various sub
councils all linking in with it and it is not necessary
to be in one particular Council group, because there
is an overall communication connection with all of
them, and be aware as you, as an individual
presented here into the overall Council presence,
you are directly in communication with one
communicator representing the specific patterns
that you are needing at this time. As an individual
Being – a conscious Being of Light that you are – you
are interpreting this sequence of coded patterns
and information. There is too much to be presented
through the words that we are giving to you. You
must allow the energy to come into you through this
and you have a vast capacity to absorb all of this
within you and around you – and you are doing this
in this moment.

In coming to this particular evolutionary phase, this
is why there are more Beings attracted around the
Earth Station and also answers your questions as
to why there are so many different types of Beings
involved in this and presenting themselves through
many different vessels and many different
channelers. You, as individuals respond to certain
frequencies that different groups bring in and the
information and energy is what you are drawn to.
You will have already been deciding that many of
the information channelers that you are receiving
coordinates from and descriptions from do not seem
very welcoming or do not resonate with you, and so
you are continually cycling information and finding
you are expanding your level of connections and
thus you are drawn into the most appropriate state
and area that you resonate with. So, all of you in this
space now have resonated with this level of energy
within the Earth Light City and this is part – wholly
part – of the purpose of our presence here in this
Station of Light.

When you present yourself in repeated connections
to this transmission, there will be ongoing
unfoldments to you from this direct transmission to
you from the Council here around you. You may feel
that it is you speaking these words. When you do
feel that, this is the precise alignment that you have
with the communicator within the Council.
You exist for this.
You will feel yourself unfolding to receive more of
this.

There are many different galactic Beings working
with you in this Station. They come in at different
times and they come in with specific energy
frequency which you would find necessary for you
as you progress in these times. You are
experiencing being presented into Councils of Light

Now, in my capacity as holding you in this space
and presenting you into this space, I am now
withdrawing you from that pattern and you will feel
yourself being drawn back to the assembly in the
receiving space within this Station. You have been
absorbing a great deal within that beam of coded
information to you. I bring this over you, as if it is a
cloak or a sphere of light directly over you. There
are patterns within it that are making specific
adjustments to you to help you realise what this is
and to be able to work with it, and you will be
working with it in the space between this and the
next transmission.
I now withdraw and leave you in this receiving
condition
“Orem out “

“Thank you Orem. Ulea coming forward to you now
and I am working with you to help you precisely
align with all of this pattern that has been beamed
into you, in such a way that it will be a gentle
absorption. It is not until you are able to recognise
and absorb this type of higher intense frequency
that it comes to you, and so you have allowed
yourself to receive this.
It is filling your light energy form and those aspects
of you that are all necessary for the lifetime you are
living in the present phase and I am now bringing
you back to connect into your current life and all
aspects of that which is known as you. I am happy
to do this with you, so do make sure that you have
followed this instruction to bring it all back into you
now.
Thank you, and you can feel pleased with what you
have been receiving in this transmission

Ulea out “

And, Lani again speaking to you and I am very
happy to see that you have been brought back with
the instruction from Ulea. So you may feel you are
firmly back in this present moment, location and
body. It is a discipline and a method that is required,
because you were taken out of current time and
space.
I am now closing the Omega Portal for this
transmission and you are now fully present. Thank
you for being with me in this transmission and we
were told to work with it so that you gain maximum
benefit from everything that was presented.
Perhaps I will be aware of you again when I tune
back into it! Thank you.

Lani
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